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Oh, You're Here for the Taxes?  

 So, this is the tax newsletter. I thought there'd be code citations all over 

this thing, but I guess not.  

 

You'll be reading my words of wisdom (?) here every Wednesday, so I 

hope you like puns and random stories from my life. I know that will 

concern some of you because you subscribed to this newsletter to 

actually see code citations and debate obscure tax rules and whatnot, 

but some days you'll just have to settle for whatever pops into my 

brain. Hope that's okay with you all. 

 

But FEAR NOT, you'll still get stories about taxes; they're right down 

there. Click on them. Read them. Comment on them. It's fun.  

 

Have a great Wednesday, 

Caleb  

 

 

 

Caleb Newquist  

Editor-in-Chief 

AccountingWEB  

 

  

 

 
caleb.newquist@accountingweb.com  

    

 
 

 
 

 IRS to Launch Fishing Expeditions for Pass-
Through Entities  

 

  

The IRS doesn't always try to catch the biggest fish in the pond. 

Case in point: It has announced it will devote more resources to 

auditing various pass-through entities instead of focusing on the 

traditional corporate targets.  

 

  
   

   

 

 AICPA Briefs Media on Three Pressing Tax 
Issues  

 

  

On November 15, the AICPA held a conference call with various 

members of the media, including AccountingWEB. The briefing 

focused on three critical areas.  

 

  
   

   

 

 IRS Warns Consumers of Possible Scams 
Relating to Relief of Typhoon Victims  

 

  
On November 15, the IRS issued a consumer alert about possible 

scams taking place in the wake of Typhoon Haiyan.  

 

  
   

    

 
 

 
 

 Excel expert David Ringstrom describes how to add 

decimal places on demand by way of using a custom 

number format.  

   
 

 AICPA urges IRS to develop and publicize a contingency 

plan in the event of another government shutdown.  

   
 

 Several of Bernie Madoff's employees are now on trial.  

   
 

 Recent TIGTA report says the IRS needs to make virtual 

servers more secure.  

  

   

 

 

 
 

  FREE CPE: How to 

Unlock 1500+ Audit 

Hours  

 
 

 

 

How to Unlock 

1500+ Audit Hours 

(a CCH Customer's 

Voice event)  

November 26 - Join 

thought leaders Bill 

Jenczyk and Brian Siet 

as they discuss how 

DiCicco, Gulman & 

Company LLP is 

experiencing significant 

efficiencies and 

improved quality per 

audit.  
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